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ACCEPTANCE OF ABSTRACT

I am pleased to inform you that the following abstract:

Paper ID: SERiES080

Title: Inundation Analysis Using Hec Ras Program In Mujur River Lumajang East Java (Paper ID: SERiES080) has been accepted for ORAL presentation at the International Conference of Sustainable Earth Resources Engineering 2020 (SERiES2020) which will be held at the Everly Hotel, Putrajaya, Malaysia on April 6 and 7, 2020. Please use the given paper ID for any future correspondence.

Please prepare your manuscript according to the template attached. The manuscript will be published in SCOPUS indexed proceeding, IOP Conference Series: Earth and Environmental Science after peer review process. Selected 50 papers will be published in the ISI indexed journal, Physics and Chemistry of the Earth (Special Issue).
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